PUGLIA

RESIDENCE MARAZZURRO
The apartments are directly situated on
the beach of Peschici to 50 mt. from
the equipped beaches, and to 500 mt.
from the Historical Center of Peschici
attainable with a suggestive stairway
that from the dock tourist door in
Country. Attractive complex in style
marine, is set on three levels and it has
well furnished apartments in modern
style of various typologies with porch
it approves sea, private services,
conditioned air (to payment) plant TV
without Television; market, restaurants,
newspaper kiosk, cafes are in the
immediate proximities. Directly in the
beach, they are recommended to whom
desires a vacation behind the sea, not
abdicating the practicality to have the
whole disposition services. The Parking
lot is free on the principal road, it is
possible to hospitalize the auto in the
parking lot guarded to around 300 mt
however. from the complex.
TIPOLOGY : - Studio apartment 2+1
Pls.: they are composed of an unique
environment with matrimonial bed and
bed to extraction I double (on
application), angle cooking, bath with
shower, small external porch without
sight sea.
- Studio Sight Sea 2+1 Pls. : they are

Baia di Peschici

composed of an unique environment
with matrimonial bed, angle cooking,
bath with shower and porch or balcony
with sight sea.
- Bilo 4Pls. : Situated to the plain earth
and the first floor, it is composed of
matrimonial room, stay with angle
cooking, read to castle, bath with shower
and porch;
- Bilo Sight Sea 4Pls. : Situated to the
plain earth and the first floor, it is
composed of matrimonial room, stay
with angle cooking, read to castle, bath
with shower and porch approves sea;
- Trilo 6 pls.: Situated to the plain earth,
it is composed of matrimonial room,
room with bed in castle, stay with angle
cooking, read to castle, bath with
shower, external porch.
POSITION : Directly in the Beach of
Peschici to 50 mt. from the Beach
Equipped of private beaches 500 mt.
from the Historical Center, 700 mt. from
the City Center, 50 from the Dock and
from the embarkation for the islands
and the sea caves.
BEACH : The bay of Peschici, distant
50 mt. afoot it is of sand end delimited
by rock-cliffs, it is completely equipped
with payment beaches and free beach,

it is possible to rent the place beach to
the followings costs: 1 umbrella + I lay
down and bunk--Low Season  7 to the
gg. - Tall Season  15 to the gg. - it is
also possible to practise all the sports
aquatic type windsurf, canoe, water's
ski etc.
SPORT and FUNS : to 1000 mt. from
the complex area equipped with
Calcetto, Tennis Fields, Field Bottles.
EXCURSIONS to PAYMENT : Turn of
the Caves Marina from the Dock of
Peschici, Islands Tremiti, Forest Umbra,
Mountain Sant'Angelo, St. Giovanni
Rotondo, valley Of Itria, Alberobello,
Caves of Castellana, Zoo of Fasano.
SERVICES : Overall it is possible to
bring animals of small ransom, all the
apartments have the plant centralized
for the Tv by satellite, private services,
conditioned air with supplement, the
parking lot is free on the principal road
it is possible to hospitalize the auto in
the parking lot guarded to around 300
mt however. Market and cafe and other
services have been set since 100 to the
700 mt. from the complex.
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As Arrives to Peschici Puglia

From North: Highway A14 (direction Bologna-Bari) gone out of
Poggio Imperiale, to take the Speedway for Vico of the Gargano,
finally to continue on the SS 89 for Peschici.
From Florence-Rome: Highway A24 (direction Pescara) to take the A14 (direction Bari)
therefore exit of Poggio Imperiale, Speedway for Vico of the Gargano, to continue on
the SS 89 for Peschici.
From Naples: Highway A16 (direction Bari) to go out to the tollgate of Candella and
to continue for Foggia, to take back the highway A14 (direction Pescara) therefore exit
to the tollgate of Poggio Imperiale, Speedway for Vico of the Gargano, to continue on
the SS 89 for Peschici.
From South: Highway A14 Taranto-Bologna (direction Pescara) therefore exit to the
tollgate of Poggio Imperiale, Speedway for Vico of the Gargano, to continue on the SS
89 for Peschici.
From Rome: Daily departure from the station
Tiburtina at 14,50 with arrival to Peschici at
22,45.
From Milan: Daily departure at 21,00 with
arrival to Peschici at 07,10.
From Bologna: Daily departure at 21,00 with arrival to Peschici
at 05,00.
From Turin: Daily departure at 21,00 with arrival to Peschici
at 09,55.
From Pescara: Daily departure at 14,30 with arrival to Peschici
at 18,10.
They are anticipated numerous other cities of departure, for
further information to connect to the site
www.ferroviedelgargano.com or to phone the number
0882221414.
The Station of reference is that of San Severo (FG), some trains don't stop therefore to take as reference the Station
of Foggia. From San Severo to take the local train or the service of bus for Peschici-Calenella.
For further information on the schedules to connect to the site www.ferroviedelgargano.com or to phone the
number 0882221414, while for the national schedules to connect to the site www.trenitalia.it
The nearest Airports are: Bari and Pescara that 200 kms are distant. from Peschici.
Here they operate numerous companies to low cost percui it is not difficult to find convenient flights.
From the various airports it is possible to rent auto (the choice more recommended) or to reach Fish us with the
train or Bus.
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